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Abstract 
Genetic/evolutionary methods are frequently used to deal with complex adaptive systems. The classic example is a Genetic 
Algorithm. A Genetic Algorithm uses a simple linear representation for possible solutions to a problem. This is usually a bit 
vector. Unfortunately, the natural representation for many problems is a tree structure. In order to deal with these types of 
problems many evolutionary methods make use of tree structures directly. Gene Expression Programming is a new, popular 
evolutionary technique that deals with these types of problems by using a linear representation for trees. In this paper we present 
and evaluate Robust Gene Expression Programming (RGEP). This technique is a simplification of Gene Expression 
Programming that is equally efficient and powerful. The underlying representation of a solution to a problem in RGEP is a bit 
vector as in Genetic Algorithms. It has fewer and simpler operators than those of Gene Expression Programming. We describe 
the basic technique, discuss its advantages over related methods, and evaluate its effectiveness on example problems. 
© 2011 Published by Elsevier B.V. 
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1. Introduction 
1.1. Background 
Evolutionary algorithms can involve many different approaches. Genetic Algorithms (GA) are considered a very 
simple method in that they evolve a linear vector of symbols, often simply ones and zeros. This allows a great 
variety of genetic operations, and can be implemented easily. The problem with symbol lists is that they lack 
expressiveness, as many problems are more naturally encoded as expressions or trees.  
It is common to use the terminology of expressions to describe such a tree whether it represents an expression or 
not. This means that trees are often referred to as expressions. An internal node that takes n children is referred to as 
an operator of arity n whether it represents an operator or not. A leaf node is referred to as a terminal. 
Genetic Programming (GP) was created as a way of evolving these expressions, allowing it to evolve any 
computer program (in principal). There has been much discussion in the literature about simplifying GP operators, 
and making sure it evolves useful and parsimonious solutions (bloat control for example). This is because the 
expressiveness of trees comes at a cost; they are more complex structures than lists.  
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Gene Expression Programming, GEP), [1, 2] is a reaction to the complexity that GP experiences with tree 
structures, and to the difficulty that other linear representations of programs experience in ensuring the validity of 
their evolved structures. GEP is able to create trees indirectly, by encoding them as vectors of symbols and 
translating them into trees only in order to evaluate their fitness. This allows simple genetic operators, as found in 
GAs, while evolving complex and expressive trees, as GP does. It is also justified biologically in what Ferriera calls 
the “phenotype barrier” where the genotype must be expressed as a more complex structure in order to have an 
effect on the environment.   
Despite this gain in simplicity, GEP suffers from highly disruptive genetic operators, and added complexity in 
those operators from the need to be aware of the eventual expression tree. In particular, IS and RIS mutations and 
gene crossover are aware of the head and tail of the genes, as well as the structure of the chromosome and the 
meaning of the symbols that it manipulates in order to find functions.  
A method called Prefix Gene Expression Programming (PGEP) attempts to fix the problems in the original GEP 
[3]. It also uses simpler genetic operators.  The only operators are one and two point crossover, point mutation, a 
rotation operator, and roulette wheel selection. The main difference is that in prefix notation the operators are 
followed by the elements of their child sub-trees and no symbols from other sub-trees. This allows prefix notation to 
propagate useful sub-expressions as there is a greater locality. If a symbol is close to anther symbol in the symbol 
list it can be expected to be close in the expression tree. 
1.2. RGEP 
Robust Gene Expression Programming (RGEP) is a new method [4] that simplifies Gene Expression 
Programming.  RGEP simplifies GEP so that despite encoding trees, no tree need ever be built, and no knowledge of 
the eventual expression trees need be encoded in the genetic operators.  In addition, the proposed method is kept as 
simple as possible and the encoding as straightforward as possible, with preservation of substructures as a main 
concern in the genetic operators as well as the editing mechanism. 
This is possible because the RGEP system uses the simple grammar of prefix expressions, the simple encoding of 
bit vectors, and yet reaps the benefits of encoding the expressive structures of trees and the power of breaking the 
“phenotype barrier,” such that it falls in the class of the most powerful and expressive forms of replicators. It 
experiences neutral mutation and a one to one mapping of genotype to phenotype and with an evaluation mechanism 
that preserves substructures.   
The second section of this paper describes the RGEP methodology in detail. The third section considers tests of 
this implementation and compares the results to other methods. Finally, the last section gives conclusions and 
suggestions for further work. 
2. RGEP Methodology 
2.1. The problem 
The basic problem that must be solved is finding a linear representation of a tree that is compatible in a simple 
way with genetic operators.  GEP uses a width first method of representing the tree. PGEP uses prefix notation 
which is better at preserving substructures [3]. For this reason, we adopt the prefix representation in RGEP.  
The compatibility issue arises because normal genetic operators easily produce invalid trees. Random 
initialization or random mutation often produce too many operators and not enough terminals to represent a tree. 
Rotation, to be discussed later, may cause operators to be located at positions where there aren’t enough terminals. 
For example, an operator could be rotated to a leaf position.  
This problem is solved in GEP by introducing two different sections in the representation. The first section (the 
head) may contain both operators and terminals. The second section (the tail) contains a reserve of terminals and no 
operators. The length of the tail is based on the length of the head and the maximum arity of any operator. Usually 
most of the terminals in the tail are not used, but there are enough to be sufficient even if the head contains all 
operators. This method for solving the compatibility issue introduces complexity in the basic operators. Mutation, 
rotation, and initialization must be aware of the position of the head and the tail and must respect their different 
content.  
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The problem is handled in PGEP by using a test for valid individuals. This test must be applied every time any 
operator changes an individual. This involves repeated creation and deletion of invalid individuals. It affects all 
operators. This means that although PGEP simplifies GEP, it still cannot be considered just a modification of a 
Genetic Algorithm. 
2.2. RGEP 
RGEP does not use separate head and tail sections, nor does it create and reject individuals. Instead, it has a 
special, but very simple method for evaluating individuals. This method always produces a tree even if the 
individual is malformed in the usual sense.  This evaluation method can be thought of as nothing more than an 
elaborate evaluation mechanism for a standard Genetic Algorithm. 
Given the evaluation method, RGEP is essentially a Genetic Algorithm with a rotation operator added. The 
individuals in RGEP are fixed length bit vectors. This is common in GA systems. The operators are standard. The 
bit vectors are randomly initialized.  Normal point mutation is performed.  One and two point crossover are 
employed.  
 PGEP uses roulette wheel selection, but RGEP uses tournament selection. This selection method is not essential, 
but it is common in Genetic Algorithms. It allows the algorithm to easily either maximize or minimize the objective 
function. More importantly, since it depends on fitness superiority but not on the degree of superiority, it maintains a 
more constant selection pressure throughout the evolution.
The only operator in RGEP that is not commonly used in a standard Genetic Algorithm is rotation. Rotation 
consists of rotating the bits in the bit vector to the left with wrap around. Only rotations by a certain number of bits 
are allowed. Rotation is not incompatible with a standard Genetic Algorithm, but there is usually not a good 
motivation for it. If our bit vectors represent trees, however; there is a motivation. The motivation for using this 
operator on trees is to have an operator that rearranges subexpressions without making other changes.  This means 
that our rotation operator must know the number of bits used to represent a symbol (operator or terminal). Rotations 
are only allowed in multiples of this number of bits. This achieves rearrangement without making other changes. 
2.3. Evaluation 
The evaluation method is most simply explained as a postfix expression evaluation using a stack. This method 
simply ignores operators that don’t have a sufficient number of arguments on the stack. This leaves the arguments 
for other operators if needed.  
For example, consider the prefix expression (+ 5 * 7 *). This is not well formed, but perhaps as a result of 
mutation on the last symbol. We proceed from right to left. The last * requires 2 arguments on the stack, but has 
none. It is therefore ignored.  The terminal 7 is placed on the stack. The next * to the left has only one argument on 
the stack, therefore it is also ignored. The terminal 5 is place on the stack. The next symbol is the + operator. It has 
arity 2 and there are two arguments on the stack. The operator is evaluated and the two arguments are consumed. 
The result is 12. Since this is the top of the stack this element is popped off and returned. Thus (+ 5 * 7 *) was 
evaluated as if it were (+ 5 7). The two invalid * operators were simply ignored. 
Note that instead of actually evaluating the results we could have simply kept a count of how many terminals 
there would have been on the stack as we scan an individual from right to left. We then delete any operators that 
don’t have enough terminals to their right.  
In fact, what we are doing really corresponds to no more than counting valid subtrees to the right of a given 
position in an individual. Operator deletion is based on this count. When we encounter a terminal (leaf) symbol we 
add one to our count of available subtrees to the right of our current position. When we encounter an internal node 
(operator) of arity n we must have at least n available subtrees to its right. If not, we delete the operator. On the other 
hand, if the internal node has n available subtrees to its right then it is the start of another available subtree but it 
uses n. As a result, our count decreases by n – 1. 
 This method for operator deletion always produces a valid prefix representation of a tree if read from left to 
right. There may, of course, be unused symbols at the end.  
It is important to realize that the new expression is an interpretation of an individual and not a new individual. 
The new expression typically has a different length that the individual. Furthermore, by allowing unused symbols in 
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an individual we allow neutral mutation. This mutation does not immediately change fitness, but increases genetic 
variety and may prepare for further mutations that do change fitness. 
It should be noted that this method for evaluation can produce an empty tree. Empty trees have almost never 
occurred in our tests. When they do occur they are given zero fitness and are easily eliminated from the population 
3. Tests of RGEP 
In order to test the performance of RGEP against previous methods found in the literature several tests were 
conducted.  These tests are intended to address the last objective in the design of RGEP.  It should perform as well 
as its most immediate ancestors, PGEP and GEP.  
RGEP was tested against PGEP in several symbolic regression programs. It was also tested as a modified Genetic 
Algorithm used in Decision Tree induction. This was to give further insight into its performance and to show its 
ability to be applied to different tasks. Further experiments are given in [4]. 
3.1. Symbolic Regression 
One of the most common uses of GEP is symbolic regression [5], and therefore several of the tests are of this 
type. The first three experiments were symbolic regression problems chosen from the original PGEP paper [3] as 
well as [5]. The first problem was designed to test the ability to preserve substructures, which is important to RGEP.   
The experiments are described in table 3.1.  
Each experiment was run 10 times, with the average best fitness at each generation collected and averaged over 
all runs.  Fitness for a symbolic regression problem can be measured by the residual error. This means that the 
fitness is the sum of the absolute value of the difference between the expected value and the actual value at each of 
the test points.  
In the regression tests the operator log refers to the natural logarithm, exp is the function f(x) = e^x, power is f(x, 
y) = x^y, and sin and cos are the sine and cosine functions respectively.   
The mutation rate of 0.002 comes out of the authors’ experience. The other values for the control parameters 
come from GEP and PGEP literature. 
  The fitness function for RGEP was to minimize error on the test cases. The test cases were 21 evenly 
spaced values of f(x) with x ranging from -10 to 10 for all except the last experiment where they were 21 values 
from -1 to 1. For PGEP the same fitness was used, but the fitness values were scaled before performing selection 
using the equation fitness = min R / (min R + ResError) [5]. This function turns error minimization into a 
maximization problem, where min R is the minimum error so far and ResError is the residual error the individual 
made on the training set (its raw fitness score).  The difference in fitness functions was included to show that RGEP 
can use the most natural notion of fitness in this important problem domain of symbolic regression and because 
scaling will have no effect on the selection mechanism in RGEP.  For RGEP an individual with no expression tree 
was given a fitness of 10000. 
Parameters were as follows: runs - 10 each, population size - 1000, individual size (symbols) - 100, generations - 
500, terminal set - (X, 1, 2, 3, 5, 7), probability of point mutation -  0.002, probability of one point crossover - 0.7, 
and probability of two point crossover – 0.7. The fitness functions used were: (1) 3*(x+1)^3+2*(x+1)^2+ x+1),  (2) 
x^3–0.3*x^2–0.4*x–0.6, and  (3) 4.251*x^2+log(x^2)+7.243*e^x  
A summary of results is given in table 3.1 
As can be seen from the results above, RGEP compares very favorably with PGEP. One point of interest is that 
Experiment 1 Experiment 2 Experiment 3 
  RGEP PGEP RGEP PGEP RGEP PGEP 
Average Best Fitness 91.60 110.59 17.00 9.81 17.01 23.58 
Standard Deviation 96.99 50.51 3.98 11.65 8.97 25.94 
Table 3.1- Results of symbolic regression experiments. 
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RGEP often forms initial populations that are better than PGEP. 
3.2. Decision Trees   
Decision Trees are a classification technique that is often used instead of neural nets. To show that RGEP is able 
to perform classification tests as well as symbolic regression, the sample problem in [2] is attempted. Ferreira does 
not do an analysis of the performance of GEP for the problem of nominal valued Decision Trees, but rather gives 
proof of concept.  RGEP is able to solve this problem with the same resources GEP is given. 
The trees created in this experiment are Binary Decision Trees. These are very much like normal Decision Trees, 
except that each internal node tests one value for one attribute and has only two children- the left sub-child is taken 
if the attribute has the nodes stored value and the right sub-child if not.  Binary Decision Trees are completely 
general. Each Binary Decision Tree corresponds to a Decision Tree and vice versa. RGEP is able to represent both 
types of trees with no difficulty. 
Two systems were used for comparison with RGEP. The system GATree is a Genetic Algorithm system for the 
induction of Binary Decision Trees [6].  C4.5 is a classic method for constructing decision trees that does not 
involve evolutionary methods. 
One of the problems attempted was a simple XOR with a “noise” attribute that didn't contribute to the class 
value. This test was chosen to show that general search methods like Genetic Algorithms can find trees that are hard 
to find with greedy methods.  
In [6] the correct tree is shown but not the control parameters of their run for the experiment, as they are 
concerned with the ability of the algorithm to find the right tree.  Using the parameters shown, RGEP was able to 
discover the correct tree in 74 out of 100 runs. These runs are successful not just in the sense that they classify the 
data correctly, but also in that they found the smallest correct tree. These are the two criteria for a decision tree. For 
comparison, PGEP was only able to solve the problem 5 out of 100 times. 
The 5 experiments in section 3.2 of [6] were also performed using the same control parameters used in the paper: 
200 generations, 200 individuals, and the same fitness function. The RGEP specific parameters were set to: pm = 
0.002, pr = 0.02, pc1 = 0.7, pc2 = 0.7, individual size = 50.  To evolve Binary Decision Trees the terminal set 
consists of the values True and False, and the operator set has one operator per attribute as each attribute can only 
have a Boolean value.   
The results are shown in figure 4.3.  The experiment names and the results in the C4.5 and GATree columns are 
from [6] with an extra column for RGEP to show its comparative performance.   
As in [6] the results are the average accuracy using 5-fold cross validation. This means that the test cases are split 
into five disjoint subsets and the experiment is performed five times. Each time one of the subsets is not included in 
the training data and is left as a test set. The result of the experiment is the performance, in terms of the percent of 
the test set correctly classified, of the best individual on the test set. 
Unlike in the GATree experiments, however, no preliminary GA was performed to evolve control parameters. 
Also the fitness function was not modified to give poor fitness to badly performing classifiers as the details of their 
technique were not provided in the paper. 
 C4.5 GATree RGEP 
Xor1 67  േ 12.04 100 േ0 86.1 േ7.22 
Xor2 53  േ 18.57 90 േ17.32 75.5 േ4.46 
Xor3 79  േ 6.52 78 േ8.37 71.5 േ7.23 
Par3 70  േ 24.49 100 േ0 73.5 േ5.45 
Par4 63  േ6.71 85 േ7.91 51.5 േ5.85 
Table 3.2 Decision Tree Comparison 
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Table 3.2 shows the results of C4.5, GATree, and RGEP on several problems from the GATree paper. RGEP 
performs better than C4.5 and worse than GATree on all but Xor3 and Par4, where it performs worse than either. 
4. Results and Conclusions 
The results of the tests given above indicate that RGEP compares favorably with its closest ancestor, PGEP. 
Further tests and evaluations are given in [4]. RGEP has unconstrained evolution, neutral mutation, substructure 
preservation, and simple decoding, desirable traits without losing the generality of GEP.   
Although RGEP can certainly be programmed from scratch, it is might also be added to a GA library. There is a 
strong similarity between a GA and RGEP and any GA framework that allows the user to add genetic operators and 
chose Tournament Selection would support RGEP. Many GAs use a binary encoding, and RGEP does not require 
additional structure beyond a bit vector. As any Evolutionary Algorithm must have, for each problem, a fitness 
function the more complex evaluation of RGEP can be considered part of the fitness evaluation. This allows a GA 
library to perform RGEP with minimal work from the user. The GA framework may even support One Point 
Crossover and Two Point Crossover, Point Mutation, and Tournament Selection, so only Rotation would need to be 
added.  
If users of the various GEP methods don't want the binary encoding and other changes that RGEP makes, the 
postfix notation has many advantages and can be taken separately. The ability to use genetic operators without 
restriction is not to be taken lightly.  It is biologically justified, easy to implement, avoids trivial individuals, restricts 
knowledge of the notation to the gene expression stage, and opens up RGEP to a variety of modifications.   It can 
easily be used as a replacement for the head-tail method and the method in [7] of undoing operations that create 
invalid individuals.   
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